The problem considered is that of long gravity waves approaching, from an arbitrary direction, a semi-infinite barrier, the whole system being in rotation. It is shown that the rotation gives rise to a wave in the shadow region whose amplitude depends upon the angle of incidence, but whose form is independent of it and which travels along the barrier without attenuation in that direction. The work is an extension and simplification of previous work by Crease, involving the use of methods previously developed by the author.
Introduction
The problem of long gravity waves approaching a semi-infinite barrier, the whole system being in rotation, arises for certain aspects of an investigation into the origin of storm surges. A full discussion of the oceanographic problems involved has been given in a recent paper (Crease, 1958) . In this a solution has been given using Wiener-Hopf techniques. It will be shown in this paper that these long and complicated techniques are not in fact necessary for the solution of this problem, and that the solution for an arbitrary angle of incidence (it having been assumed in the previous treatment that the barrier was parallel to the wave crests) can be obtained quite simply using a technique for the solution of the Sommerfeld problem developed by the author (1) in 1954.
The equations associated with long-wave theory are well known (e.g. see (3)) but will for convenience be reproduced here. The horizontal equation of motion is ot where q is the horizontal fluid velocity, £ is the elevation of the free surface above its mean level, V* the two dimensional gradient operator, k unit vector vertically upwards and Q the Coriolis parameter (= 2co sin a where (a is the angular velocity of the earth and a the north latitude).
The . If the semi-infinite barrier is x>0, y = 0 (i.e. the positive *-axis), the boundary condition is Equations (1) and (2) together with the incident field define the problem.
The incident wave is of the form exp {ik(x cos a + y sin a)} which represents a wave travelling in the direction <x + 7i (see figure) , and the direction of incidence X solution required is that which obeys the required boundary condition (2) and which reduces to the incident field at great distances from the origin in the region n-u<<j><n + a, where p, <j> are polar coordinates.
Analysis
Consider the diffraction function
xp{-iy 2 } where x = p cos <j>, y = p sin <j>, m = ^Jlkp cos i($ + x). Then it follows (1) that
ik dy /~T~ . . . . .
Bearing in mind these differential coefficients, we look for a £ of the form 
sin i a + ip cos -' + K' I -sin -+ ip cos -) + L( sin -\-ip cos -j = 0 ,
and sin <x* + ip cos a* = 0 
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That these are the appropriate solutions will be shown in the appendix. Equation (9) becomes, on using equations (11) sin a -ip cos a Substituting the expressions for ^ and L given by (11) and (13) into equation (6), it follows that
T :
sin a -ip cos a
It may be verified that if a = l%\2 this is equivalent to the previously obtained expression (2).
Discussion
Ignoring for the present the third term in equation (14), the first two terms represent Sommerfeld Diffraction type fields of the usual type.
If p is large, i.e. if points far from the diffracting edge are considered, then D{p, <}>, -a) behaves like exp {ikp cos(<t>~a)} for O<0<7t + a, and vanishes for K+a<(j><27z. Similarly D(p, <j>, a) behaves like exp {ikp cos (4> + a)} in the region 0 < <j> < n -a and is zero in n -a, < 4> < 2%. Thus there are three regions:
(a) 7t+a<$<27t. This is the geometrical shadow region and at large LONG WAVES ON A ROTATING EARTH 29 distances from the origin the field is effectively zero, the region being screened by the half axis.
(b) n -a. < <j> < n + a. At large distances from the origin the field is effectively the incident field.
(c) 0<4><n-a. At large distances from the origin the field is effectively exp {ikp cos (<f>-a)} + exp {i\ji} exp {ikp cos ($ + a)} which is the same as that for reflection by a complete axis.
It will be observed that when a = 2>nj2 (the case previously treated) cot a and hence \j/ are zero, and the following statement (2) is true: " Neither £ 2 nor Ci contains the rotational parameters at all; these functions may be expected to represent the usual diffraction and reflection effects of acoustics when the boundary condition is that the normal gradient of the dependent variable is zero on the barrier." However if a. is not nj2 or 3nj2, there is a phase factor involving/) in ( 2 , and the statement ceases to hold.
The third term £3 is the product of two terms, one of which is a function of a and the other of which is a function of the field variables p and <j>, but is independent of a. In fact, one may write (2)
yj2 sinwhere/(a) = , and so f{2>nj2) = 1. The quantity that is of sin <x -ip cos a importance is . a sin -2
It is fairly easy to to see that this is a smooth function whose behaviour is given by the following table:
The intervening points can be filled in without difficulty. As the spatial behaviour has already been discussed (2), it will not be discussed here. The only difference that the alteration in the angle of incidence makes is that the magnitude of the effect will be different.
Appendix
The equation tana* = -ip will have four possible solutions relevant to this problem since D(p, cj>, -a*) has period 4n in the variable (<l>-a*). The correct one is the one which will lead to evanescence of the disturbances at great distances from the barrier. That the solution taken is the appropriate one may be seen from a consideration of the asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel Integral.
Consider first Stokes' Asymptotic formula (4):
for | x | large where the positive sign is taken if -\n<phase x<%n and the negative sign is taken if \n < phase x < -. Clearly phase m is the same as the phase of the right hand sides of (A5), (A6).
